
13. “BETWIXT TWO HEATHENS."

(The struggle against Turkish aggression and German oppression: the XVth -XVIIIth

centuries)

Defeated, divided, doomed

John I (Zápolya) (1526-1540) and Ferdinand I (Habsburg) (1526-1564), the rival kings of

Hungary began a long internecine warfare against each other. The Sultan, Suleiman took the role of

the amused spectator. He knew that Hungary was neither willing nor able to resist and therefore

found it unnecessary to establish a permanent Turkish occupation. The Turks left Hungary

unoccupied for fourteen years after Mohacs, while the two kings performed their strange antics in their

“fools’ paradise”, an’ “independent” Hungary.

Ferdinand, King of Hungary and Archduke of Austria, had already raised his eyes toward the

crown of the Holy Roman (German) Empire. He regarded Hungary only as an expendable buffer-

province. John I too was only interested in his own advancement.

Many details of the struggle of the two kings are unclear, unexplained or unimportant. The

following events represent only the most grievous of the self-inflicted wounds, which hastened the

downfall of the once mighty state of Hungary.

After his coronation Ferdinand made a half-hearted attempt at taking Buda, the capital, from

John. To Ferdinand’s great surprise, John fled at once to his relatives in Poland. Once out of reach of

his opponent, he collected what he thought were his wits and came to a disastrous resolution: he

offered his fealty to the Sultan in exchange for help against Ferdinand! He was probably influenced by

the Poles,who had been paying a tribute to the Sultan, and by the French, whose Francis I had been

an ally of the Turks for years. John Zapolya failed to realize that Poland and France, both at safe

distance from the Turk, could afford to ride the tiger”, while Hungary could not.

Suleiman magnanimously granted John’s request, and accepted his homage on the very field

of Mohacs, on the third anniversary of the battle…

He then chased Ferdinand out of Buda and handed the capital back to John. Later, in 1529

and 1532 Suleiman led his troops against Vienna, but had to call off both campaigns, defeated by the

weather (Ferdinand’s ablest general). On the second occasion, the small fortress of Köszeg defied his

army for weeks during autumn until it became too cold and rainy to move on. It is not generally known

that the Turks relied on camels to transport the heavy supplies of their army and European winters

were too cold for these animals.

These abortive campaigns did, however, frighten Ferdinand into negotiations with the Sultan.

The result was that the Habsburg king of Hungary agreed to pay the Sultan a yearly tribute in order to

be left alone.



In order to save what was left of the independence of Hungary, John’s able advisor, “Frater”

(Brother) George, a Pauline monk, arranged a secret pact between the two kings in 1538. John was

to “enjoy” the Hungarian throne alone, but after his death Ferdinand was to inherit the crown. (John

was not married at the time). The ink was hardly dry on their signatures when both kings set about

breaking the pact. Ferdinand hastened to report the secret agreement to Suleiman in order to

discredit his opponent. John promptly married the Polish princess, Isabella, who duly bore him a son.

He then immediately repudiated the pact and appointed his infant son heir to the Hungarian throne.

John died soon afterwards (1540), after having entrusted brother George with the unenviable task of

enforcing his son’s claim.

On hearing of John’s death, the Sultan moved to Buda, occupied the royal castle (1541) and

set up a permanent Turkish military occupation in the centre of Hungary, which he annexed to the

Ottoman (Turkish) empire.

Transylvania

Brother George, the only able Hungarian statesman of the period, arranged with the Sultan to

set up a semi-independent principality in the eastern regions of Hungary. This state consisted of the

area generally known as Transylvania with some adjoining districts and towns. The infant John

Sigismund (1540-1571), Johns son, was accepted as Prince (“Fejedelem”) at the first Diet of the three

Transylvanian nations (the Magyars, Szekelys and Saxons). Another Diet in Torda, in 1568 granted



complete freedom to all religions in the principality. This was incredibly progressive legislation in the

Europe of the XVIth century, then in the throes of the bloody “religious wars.”

Brother George, the Regent, managed to keep the small country more or less independent by

paying tribute to the Sultan (without becoming his vassal) and by remaining on friendly terms with the

Habsburg king. He used this fact as a deterrent whenever the Turks became too aggressive. He did

not hesitate to take up arms when he found that either the Germans or the Turks had violated their

agreements. Thus he defeated the Turks at Lippa by leading a cavalry charge in person (before

becoming a monk he had been a cavalry officer).

Eventually Ferdinand’s commander became suspicious of the brilliant diplomat and had him

assassinated in 1551. After his death, Isabella. and the young Prince continued the policy of “peaceful

coexistence” with the Turks. After Prince John Sigismund’s death, his able commander, Stephen

Báthori was elected Prince of Transylvania (1571—1586). Bathori kept paying the tribute to the Sultan

but his goal was to reunite Transylvania with the rest of Hungary. Unfortunately for Hungary, the

Poles elected him king in 1575 and he accepted. He became Poland’s greatest soldier-king: he

defeated both the Russians (Ivan the Terrible) and the Germans.



The Turkish occupation area

This area, a giant triangle in the centre of Hungary, included most of the Great Plain, the

eastern half of Transdanubia and, at various periods, it extended into the lower mountains of the

north. The area was a conquered colony of the Ottoman Empire: the indigenous population (called

“raya”: i.e. “cattle”) had hardly any human rights. All land was owned by the Sultan, who gave it to his

officers in fief. As no Turk ever settled in an occupied country permanently, the colonists’ only goal

was the complete exploitation of the people and their produce. Some larger towns survived only

because their citizens bribed the Turkish officers and paid exorbitant taxes to the Sultan. Smaller

settlements and villages were at the mercy of the Turks and their Tartar and Balkan auxiliaries who

looted and raped at will. They took the young people to the slave markets and slaughtered the others,

while rich nobles were kept in prison for ransom and. systematically tortured in order to hasten the

payment of the ransom. During the 150 years of Turkish occupation at least 3 million Hungarians

were killed or driven like cattle to the Turkish slave markets.

After Suleiman’s unsuccessful attacks against Austria several years of “peace” followed: there

were no large-scale campaigns, but the raids along the vaguely defined demarcation line continued.

After 1550 the Sultan began to attack systematically the strong fortresses along the demarcation line.

Those defended by German troops fell easily, but some smaller forts defended by Magyar troops put

up a better resistance. The large fort of Eger, defended by some 2000 Hungarian men and women

and commanded by Istvan Dobo, resisted successfully a six-week siege by more than 100,000 Turks

in 1552. In 1566 Suleiman’s army was again held up by the fort of Szigetvár (in Transdanubia), which



was defended by Miklos Zrinyi with 1000 men. Suleiman died during the siege, but Zrinyi and his men

could not hold the fort any longer. They stormed out in a heroic sally and died to the last man. The

women and the wounded then blew themselves up in the ammunition tower. During the siege, the

Emperor, Maximilian was waiting nearby with his huge army ignoring Zrinyi’s calls for help because it

was the height of the duck season and he did not want to interrupt his hunt.

 “Royal” Hungary

The western counties of Transdanubia, the northern region and some towns in the northeast

belonged to the third of the country, which became the share of the Habsburg king of Hungary.

Ferdinand I died in 1564. His successor, Maximilian (1564-1576) did nothing to stop the Turks. In fact

his predatory generals and marauding soldiers soon made the Hungarians realize that the Germans

were hardly better than the Turks The bitterness of the population found its expression in the saying:

“between two heathens we bleed for one country.” Maximilian’s successor, Rudolf I (1576-1608),

would have settled for peace but the Turks were in an aggressive mood and began the so-called



“fifteen years' war.” As the Turks were attacking mostly in the general direction of Vienna in western

Hungary, Rudolf had to commit larger contingents of his precious troops.

Whether it was “peace” or “war”, the fighting along the demarcation line was continuous. The

burden of these battles was borne by the soldiers of the ‘frontier posts” manned by Hungarian

garrisons ranging from 20 to 200. They fought with tenacious courage and ingenuity as they were

very poorly equipped and in case of a major Turkish attack they could not count on help from the

Emperor-King’s generals. Many of these “frontiersmen” were volunteer nobles for whom fighting the

Turk was the only life they knew.

The “golden age” of Transylvania

The unpredictable Prince, Sigmund Bathori (Stephen Bathori’s successor) (1581-1596) joined

the Emperor in the war against the Turks. His able commander, Istvan Bocskai defeated the Turks in

Wallachia with the help of the voyvod (Prince) of Wallachia, Michael. Then the Turks counter-attacked

in Transylvania and Bathori and his German allies lost an important battle. Sigismund abdicated in

favour of his cousin, Cardinal Andrew Bathori. The wily voyvod Michael turned against Andrew and

defeated him with the help of the rebellious Szekelys, then proclaimed himself Prince of Transylvania

(1600). The Emperor rejected his claim and had him and his Vlach troops chased out of Transylvania

by the imperial commander, Basta. After a short interregnum, Istvan (Stephen) Bocskai (1604-1606)

was elected Prince of Transylvania and he chased the marooauding Germans, Turks, vlachs and

Tartars out of Transylvania. This brilliant soldier decided to reunite Transylvania with Hungary and

free the entire country from both Germans and Turks. Helaunched a successful campaign against the

imperial (German) troops in northern Hungary. The Emperor-King (Rudolf 1) concluded a peace treaty

with Bocskai. He acknowledged the independence of Transylvania and granted religious and con-

stitutional freedom to the Hungarians in his (Rudolf’s) territory. Soon afterwards, Bocskai arranged a

peace between the Sultanand the Emperor, giving a much-needed respite to the exhausted

Hungarian nation.



Unfortunately, the great soldier-statesman died after only two years of his reign as Prince.

Prince Gábor Bethlen (1613-1629) continued Bocskai’s policy of ‘negotiating from strength.”

He joined the Thirty Years’ War on the Protestant side (against the German Empire). Though not

entirely successful, he obtained important concessions from the Emperor-King and maintained

Transylvania’s independence. Under his absolutist, but benevolent rule, Transylvania enjoyed

complete religious freedom and a high cultural and social standard unusual in war-torn Europe.

 “Royal Hungary” during the XVlIth century

By the end of the XVIth century almost all the Hungarian magnates had adopted

Protestantism in protest against the Catholic Vienna regime. This fact only increased the antagonism

of the Austrian-German regime against the Hungarians and they began to use forced "Counter-

Reformation” as a political weapon. So now the horrors of a religious war were also threatening the

nation.



A Hungarian prelate, Cardinal-Archbishop Peter Pázmány, and his Protestant friends in

Transylvania deserve credit for keeping Hungary out of the bloodbath of the European religious wars.

Cardinal Pázmány, born of a Protestant family, joined the Jesuit order after his conversion to

Catholicism and eventually became Hungary’s Primate (1616). He convinced the Hungarians that

Catholicism was not synonymous with Austrian oppression and that religious debates did not have to

degenerate into bloody battles, as in Germany France and England. His Catholic “Counter-

Reformation” used only the weapon of the spoken and written word. He established excellent schools

and the University of Nagyszombat. He was a true Hungarian patriot and the fate of his nation was his

foremost consideration. He approved of the independent policies of the Protestant Transylvanian

Princes. Under his influence many aristocratic families returned to Catholicism.

The new Emperor-King, Leopold J (1657-1705), a pious and bigoted tyrant, was endeavoring

to turn the remaining Magyars into Catholic-Germans but he was not interested in chasing the

Moslem Turks out of Hungary. A few rich Catholic magnates were able to conduct limited, individual



campaigns against the Turks. The most eminent of these was Miklós Zrinyi, great grandson of the

hero of Szigetvár. He was the greatest Hungarian statesman and soldier of the century and a talented

poet and military scientist. A pious Catholic and a loyal subject of the King he had some liberty to fight

the Turks using his own troops — whenever this did not interfere with the imperial policy. Once, when

Zrinyi. practically forced the cowardly imperial commander into a battle and won it for him, the

Emperor immediately concluded a humiliating peace, bribing the Turks with Hungarian territory to stay

away from Vienna. Soon after this shameful “peace” treaty, Zrinyi died under very suspicious

circumstances. (1664).

Such was the degree of dissatisfaction in Hungary that the (Catholic and Protestant) leaders

of the nation began to contemplate the deposition of the Emperor-King, Leopold. These leaders were

headed by the Palatine, (the king’s representative in Hungary), Ferenc Wesselényi, and they were

supported by the Transylvanian Prince and encouraged by France’s Louis XI\’. Their aim was to

invoke the nations’ constitutional right to “resist”, as codified in the Golden Bull. They had legal and

moral justification, as Leopold and his ministers had ignored the Hungarian Constitution. But their

plans were betrayed and the leaders brought before a military court in Austria. Wesselenyi died

before the betrayal, but the others, including Peter Zrinyi, the great hero’s brother, were executed.

Transylvania and the beginning of the “kuruc” uprisings

The military successes of Prince György (George) Rdkoczi I (1630-1648), an ally of the

Protestant powers in the Thirty Years’ War were of a rather ephemeric nature. More beneficial were

the cultural activities of his princess, Zsuzsanna (Susanna) Lorantfy, a lady of remarkable humanistic

education and advanced social ideas, a great patron of Protestant education (Sarospatak College).

The Prince George Rákóczy II (1648-1660) continued the forceful policies of his

predecessors, but with less success. During one of his futile campaigns, the Turks occupied Tran-

sylvania and placed a puppet of their own choice on the throne. This practically ended the

independence of Transylvania (1660).

The persecution of Protestants and patriots involved in the “Wesselenyi Plot” forced many

Hungarians to flee from ‘royal” Hungary to Transylvania. Imre Thököly, an able soldier, organised

them into troops of freedom fighters against the Germans. They called themselves “Kuruc”, the name

Dozsa’s crusaders used. With the tacit support of the Turks, Thököly launched lightning campaigns

against Leopold’s forces in northern Hungary (between 1678 and 1682) and won some victories and

useful concessions from the Vienna regime. He had to stop his “kuruc” campaigns after the Turkish

defeat at Vienna (1683) and eventually took refuge in Turkey.

The liberation of Hungary

The ambitious Turkish Vizier (Commander—in Chief), Kara Mustafa launched an offensive

campaign against Vienna in 1683. Emperor Leopold was paralyzed with fear, but the Pope, Innocent

XI, managed to organize a veritable crusade against the Turks. Vienna was saved by its able

defender and by the Polish and western armies. After Vienna’s relief, the Pope kept urging Leopold



and the; crusaders to free Hungary. Thus, an international. Army,, commanded by the able Prince

Charles of Lorraine, continued the counter-attack against the Turks. In 1686 they freed Buda where a

large contingent of Hungarian troops (many of them Thokoly’s former “Kuruc”) fought as their

spearhead. By 1697, the southern Hungarian frontier was reached: the Turkish rule ended after 156

years.

Through this international victory, the Christian West paid some of its old debts to Hungary.

But it was 300 years and 3 million victims too late. Moreover, the Vienna regime regarded its success

as a purely Austrian-German victory and treated Hungary as a re-annexed province of the empire. It

resettled the depopulated areas with Balkan Slav, Vlach and German setters and allotted the former

Magyar estates to Austrian barons. A ruthless process of Germanification began under which Magyar

properties were confiscated and resisting nobles arrested or executed on trumped-up charges.

It was not the first and not the last time in history that a country was “liberated” by a great

power only to change masters. Hungary was out of the frying pan…





14. THE OTHER HUNGARY

(Transylvania: its settlement, people, customs and folk art)

Settlement and history

This region of some 25,000 square miles is bounded by the rugged Carpathian mountains in

the north-east and south. In the west a thickly forested group of mountains and hills (Bihar) separate it

from the Great Plain, to which however several great river valleys provide easy access.

The Latin name, Transylvania, which appeared in the old Hungarian (Latin language)

documents, means  "Beyond the Forests” — beyond the Bihar forests as seen from Hungary proper.

The Hungarian name, “Erdely”, means “The Land Beyond the Forest,”. The Rumanian language has

no word for the land; their name Ardeal is a distortion of the Hunganan name.

The region is first mentioned in Roman sources. The rather nebulous “Dacian” empire was

defeated by emperor Trajanus (105 AD) and held by the Romans until the end of the third century

when they evacuated it completely. After them, nomadic tribes (Goths, Gepidae, Huns, Avars and

Slavs) settled in the area. At the time of the Hungarian settlement in the lXth century, the remnants of

these tribes and the Szekelys (of Hunnic or Avar-Magyar origin) populated the area which was,

nominally at least, part of the crumbling Bulgarian empire.

In the Xth century, the area was allotted to two Hungarian tribes. The chiefs of these two

tribes bore hereditary offices in the Hungarian tribal federation: the head of the southern tribe

(probably “Keszi”)  was the second highest dignitary (“Gyula”) of the nation. The Szekelys settled in

the easternmost part and were given self-government as a tribe of frontier guards.

The powerful “Gyulas” of the southern tribe wished to emulate the head of the largest tribe,

“Magyar” (the paramount chief of the Federation) and maintained independent cultural, political and

religious contacts with Byzantium. The last “Gyula” actually rose against Saint Stephen's centralising

attempts but he was defeated and the King broke the power of the tribal chief.

During the Middle Ages, Transylvania remained an integral part of the Hungarian Kingdom,

but because of its relative isolation and strategic position it usually had a “governor” (“vajda”) who co-

ordinated the territory's administration and defence. During the XIIth century, Germans were settled in

the remote areas and granted special privileges (“Saxons”).

After the Turkish occupation of the centre of Hungary (1540) the region became separated

from the rest of the state and gained a varying degree of independence. King John's son, John

Sigismund, was the first Prince of Transylvania. This independence, forced upon the small country,

maintained it as the bastion of the Hungarian nation during the 170 years of Turkish and German

oppression.

After the failure of Prince Rakoczi's fight for freedom, the Habsburg regime ruled the region

as a separate “grand-duchy” from Vienna. It did so against the protests of the Hungarians, who



demanded the areas return to the mother country. The compromise of 1867 reunited Transylvania

with the rest of Hungary.

The Trianon Peace Treaty (1920) gave the territory and adjoining districts to Rumania. Of the

total population of 5.2 million, 2.8 million were Rumanians (Vlachs), the rest Hungarians, Szekelys

and Germans. During the Second World War, the Second Vienna Award (handed down by Germany

and Italy at Rumania's request), returned about 40% of the area to Hungary in 1940. During the rest

of the War, the Soviet Union promised Transylvania to the country which changed sides first (both

Hungary and Rumania were fighting on the German side). Rumania changed sides in 1944 and

received Transylvania as her reward.

The Rumanian claim to Transylvania

Some Rumacian politicians claim that the Viaclis ofTransylvania are the descendants of the

original Dacian and Roman population and thus claim Transylvania as their ancestral homeland.

The racial characteristics of the Dacians are unknown, but we know that the Romans

evacuated Dacia in 271 A.D. when the Emperor (Aurelius) ordered the entire Roman garrison to

withdraw from the untenable and distant province. Contemporary Roman historians report that all the

Romans left Dacia, that no Roman settler remained and that no Roman had mingled with the local

population. There is no mention of Dacian or Latin-speaking descendants of the Romans in

Transylvania until 1224 when a Hungarian document first mentions Vlach shepherds, who began to

move into the mountains and spoke a Latin-type language. As a matter of fact, the Rumanian

language is partly Latin and partly Slavonic. German historians (not known for their Hungarian

sympathies) place the Vlachs' original homeland in the centre of the Balkan peninsula where they

lived under Roman rule and probably spoke a mixed Latin-Slavonic language. From there they

gradually moved away, a large contingent reaching the Wallachian plain in the XIth century and then

Transylvania in the XIIIth century. Under Turkish pressure (XVth-XVIth centuries) many more found

refuge in Transylvania. Although the Vlachs were not numerous enough in the XVIth century to

become one of the “three nations” of Transylvania (Magyars, Szekelys and Saxons), they received

complete religious and cultural freedom under the tolerant rule of the Princes during Turkish times.

They were, for instance, given the opportunity to print books in Rumanian. In fact, during the Turkish

occupation of their home country (Wallachia), the only Rumanian-language books were printed in

Transylvania.

During the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries the Hungarophobe Viennese administration

encouraged Vlach immigration and at the same time oppressed the Magyars and Szekelys in Tran-

sylvania. After the Compromise of 1867, Transylvania was reunited with the rest of Hungary, but the

neglect and complacency of the Hungarian administration resulted in the decrease of the Magyar and

Szekely population as a result of their massive emigration to America. Thus by 1920 the area had a

Viach population slightly in excess of the Hungarians.



Towns and districts with historic or cultural interest

Kolozsvar (Rumanian: Cluj”, a distortion of the Hungarian name). This old city on the Szamos

river used to be the capital during independence. It is the birthplace of King Matthias. The city still has

many houses built in the typical “Transylvanian Flowery Renaissance” style. The Saint Michael

Church is one of the few remaining Gothic cathedrals in the area. The city is the see of the Unitarian

bishop of Transylvania. The Unitarian Church was founded by a Transylvanian Protestant preacher

and is known only in the United States outside its country of origin.

Szamosujvar, north of Kolozsvar, is the centre of the Armenian community. They were given

asylum from the Turkish persecutions in the XVIIth century.

The Mezoseg  region around Kolozsvar is an interesting Hungarian folklore region with

characteristic art and customs. So is the larger Kalotaszeg district between Kolozsvar and the Bihar

mountains, which consists of about 40 villages. The Magyar population of this region has preserved

its customs, folk art and architecture, as well as magnificent folkwear to the present day.

At Keresd, south-east of Kolozsvar, the first books were printed in Transylvania in 1473. The

town of Torda was often host to the Transylvanian Diet.

Torocko, near Torda, possesses the most sumptuous of all Magyar folk costumes, including

some elements of Rhineland folk art borrowed from the neighbouring German settlers. Nearby, the

gold-mining region in the Aranyos River Valley used to be the centre of the gold and silversmith

industry.

Gyulafehervar on the Maros river, a former Roman centre, used to be the capital of the

Magyar tribe of the "Gyula”. Its first cathedral was built in the Xth century in Byzantian style. The crypt

was the Hunyadis' burial place and the cathedral the scene of the coronation of many Princes.

The eastemmost districts are the traditional homeland of the Szekelys. The largest city is

Marosvasarhely with its fascinating “Szekely Museum” and Library. Csiksomlyo is the pilgrimage

centre of the Catholics among the Szekelys. The “Csangos” who live in seven villages in Rumanian

Moldavia and Bukovina are Szekelys who migrated there in the XVIIIth century. There are today

about one million Szekelys and Csangos.



Folk art and crafts

Transylvania is the only area where Magyar folk architecture is still found in its original form.

Larger structures (churches) often combine stone foundations and walls with timber-roof

superstructures. Separate timber bell-towers were added to the castles and churches. The timber

constructions had to be renewed every two to three centuries but the renovators retained the original

style (usually Gothic) of the building: The interior of many churches, especially in the Kalotaszeg area,

presents elaborately carved, wood-inlay ceilings, pulpits and pews. The interior ornamentation  is

usually  "Flowery  Transylvanian” (Renaissance).

The entrance to the Kalotaszeg or Szekeiy house is usually through an ornamental wooden

gate, shingle-capped, carved, coloured or painted, with high side posts. These are called the

“szekelykapu (Szekely gate). In Szekely regions the gates are more elaborate; the carved columns



are ornamented with flower motifs, allegorical, mythical figures and runic writing. Among the flower-

motifs the tulip and rose are the most frequent. They are reminiscent of old pagan symbolism the tulip

represents the male principle, the rose the feminine symbol. Another unique custom in Szekelyland is

the use of the carved wooden headboards in cemeteries: these are called kopjafa (lance-tip). The

inscriptions are often humorous.

We find some special types of weaving in the Kalotaszeg region. The Szekelys weave frieze-

cloth for their trousers and coats. Their best-known product is the  Szekely-rug”, made of goat's or

sheep's wool, richly patterned. Kalotaszeg is the home of the richest embroidery; some of it has free

designs and patterns traced by skilled “writing women” (designers). Torocko produces a most elegant

embroidery, finished in satin stitch. The Szekely embroidery uses gothic geometrical patterns or free

design.

In the Kalotaszeg and Szeky areas even men wear folk-costumes on solemn occasions. They

usually wear tight breeches of home-made frieze and in winter sheepskin vests or jackets (called

“kodmon”) and boots. The colour scheme is grey and black-white.

Women costumes are, of course, more colourful. Young girls wear colourful headgear

(“parta”) and the dresses are embellished with embroidery and woven ornamentation. The shirts,

skirts and aprons are long. The skirt, called  "muszuly” —often has one or two corners tucked in at the

waist, displaying the colourful lining of the shift. The skirt is always covered with an embroidered silk

or satin apron. Torocko girls wear strings of beads around the neck to complement their lavish

costumes. The Szekelys, the poorest and most practical of these groups, wear simpler, more sombre

dresses, with the red and white colours dominating.

Some folk customs

The old customs connected with the collective spinning of the flax-yarns in the spinneries

have survived in the mountainous areas until the present day.

In the Szekely villages, the families rent a house where the women and girls perform the

tedious task of spinning during the long winter evenings. There, with the aid of the village lads, they

enliven their work with songs, story-telling, games and occasional dances: This arrangement has

made the spinnery into a pleasant centre of village social life where work and play find their desirable

combination, it provides the young with an opportunity to meet socially under the watchful (but

understanding) eyes of their elders. The quality of the hemp-yarn may suffer but the romantic yarns

spun may have a more lasting effect.

The girls arrive first and they begin their spinning at once as each of them is expected to spin

a certain quantity before the games may begin. Eventually the lads arrive, settle down near their

respective “girl-friends” (a relationship taken rather seriously) and try to distract the girls with singing



and storytelling. If a girl drops her spindle, she has to ransom it in the “customary” way, with a kiss.

On completion of the quota (of spinning, not of kissing), the games may begin. Some of these are

pantomime-like ballets by which the boys show off before the girls. One such pantomime is the

imitation of the usual farming tasks. The boys sing in choir and mime the actions of sowing, reaping,

thrashing and selling their corn. Then they end by mimicking how the wives spend on drink the bard-

earned price of the corn.

The boys may sing then the “Bachelors Song” in order to tease the girls, though boys

entertaining the ideas of eternal bachelorhood (which the song advocates) would hardly entertain girls

in the spinnery. This may be followed by games, such as the “selling of the girls”, during which each

girl is driven to a boy by two lads holding a knotted handkerchief. The songs sung on these occasions

retain echoes of pagan love-chants used to. “charm” couples together. The mildly erotic games of the

spinnery follow certain strict rules, guaranteed by the presence of the parents. They have learned to

tolerate these games and thus make it unnecessary for young people to seek secret meetings out of

the sight of their elders (or so the parents hope, anyhow).

The ancient custom of kalaka is unique among the Szekelys. It consists of mutual, collective

help with hard, tedious tasks, to be rendered by each member of the community to each other

member. House-building, well-drilling, ploughing and harvesting may be expedited by this system —

invented by the Szekelys a thousand years before the birth of socialism. Widows and elderly people

receive these services without the obligation of reciprocation; the others are expected to pay with

equivalent work. Winter tasks, such as corn-husking and spinning are always performed this way.

The Szekelys' thousand-year-old role as frontier guards has made them into a proud race of

battlers. Today they fight the elements of their rugged country, poverty and constant pressure on their

national identity from the Rumanian state. Their history has turned them into expert “survivors”: a self-

reliant people with a devastating sense of humour, unlimited faith in their ability, a deeply emotional

love of their language and sincere Christianity. Their rough pastoral occupations have made them into

excellent handymen, skilled tradesmen and good businessmen (this last quality separates them from

the “ordinary Magyars”). Their wives are resourceful and they rule their families with firmness and

faith. Their exuberant husbands need a good measure. of discipline, which they accept from their

wives — but from no one else on earth.



15. “BEYOND THE BEYOND...

(Folk ballads, tales and legends)

As the plots and themes of most ballads are based on events, situations or conflicts

brought about by the most common human emotions, love and hate, their origins can rarely be

traced to any particular folk-culture. Thus the Magyar ballad owes its peculiar charm to its

characterisation, ornamentation, dramatic structure and poetic technique, not to the originality of its

subject. Whilst these characteristics draw a clear dividing line between Hungarian and

neighbouring Slav and Rumanian folklores, there are some surprising similarities of structure and

technique between the Szekely ballads, (the majority of the Magyar ballads), and those of the

Scots. As no historic or racial ties exist between these two nations, the similarity must be the result

of parallel historic circumstances and environment effects of similar nature.

The well-known ballad “Ilona Gorog” tells of a not very original ruse employed by the

mother of a lad in order to gain his girls love. On (his mother's advice, the lad pretends to “die” and

then miraculously “comes to life” when the girl appears among the mourners. The rapid colourful

dialogue maintains the suspense to the very end.

“Clement Mason” treats a legend popular among the Balkan story-tellers. Twelve masons

are commissioned to build the castle of Deva (Southern Transylvania) but they can make no

progress. They decide to perform a ritual sacrifice by killing the first wife who arrives. Her blood

mixed with the mortar would then assure success. It is Clement's wife who arrives first and is killed.

The tune is of the old Magyar pentatonic type, but the subject is not of Hungarian origin.

Genuine Magyar tales do not favour black magic. Special Magyar ornamentation is the repetition of

the wife's premonitions, her folk-tale like misinterpretation of the dream which eventually leads her

to her doom and her child's pilgrimage to the walls in search of his mother.

 “Kate Kadar” is based on a real historic episode: the ballad is the re-creation, in peasant

setting, of the story of Agnes Bernauer, the beautiful commoner who married the Prince of Bavaria

and was, subsequently killed by her jealous in-laws. In the Magyar ballad, the husband is a

nobleman and the wife a poor peasant girl. The girl is killed by her snobbish mother-in-law. On

learning this, the young husband commits suicide. The two lovers are united in death and the

flowers growing on their graves put a curse on their murderer.

The “Wicked Wife” is a short ballad with a measure .of macabre humour The wife is gaily

dancing while her husband is dying. Her daughter calls several times but the wife goes on dancing.

When finally the poor husband dies, the wife suddenly begins to grieve — for having lost her

breadwinner

This is a Szekely ballad. As we said before, the Szekelys have a devastating humour.

The “Fair Maid Julia” is one of the few ballads in world folklore to use a Christian mystic

theme. It is also that rare exception: unique to one folk culture, the Szekely. Its deep religious



emotion, subtle symbolism and rustic simplicity rank this poem among the greatest ballads of the

world. The theme is inspired by the Catholic doctrine of the Holy Virgins mystic elevation and

heavenly union with God. Christian and pagan elements blend in a strange harmony: the reference

to a “white, curly lamb” (“Jesus, Lamb of God”) is followed by the pagan image: “carrying the sun

and the moon between its horns...” (a typical “regos” song imagery). The miraculous picture of the

gates that “open and shut by themselves” reminds us of the candles in the “regos” song that “light

themselves” (cf. Chapter 6). The heavenly “wedding” invitation resembles the traditional ritual of the

Szekely wedding ceremony.

“The Clever Pnnce” is a charming, gay poetic fantasy, a transition between ballads and folk

tales, known in many variants in the Great Plain region. This “Cinderella in reverse” story tells of

the search of a disguised Prince for his true love. He eventually marries the modest daughter of the

poor basket-maker and teaches the haughty judge's daughter a lesson. The easy-flowing, short

metres and musical rhymes carry the song-tale to its natural happy conclusion. The gay ballad is

suited to romantic, pantomime-accompanied presentation to singing or to reciting.

The tales, myths, legends, religious parables, anecdotes, animal fables and other prose

creations of the people are too numerous to he adequately treated here. We can only look at some

selected features.

Folk-tales are characterised by certain recurring patterns an4 ornamental motifs. The

beginning usually places the event somewhere “beyond the beyond. . .“, “beyond the Glass

mountain” or “beyond the Operencian Sea” . . . This last name is a mispronunciation of the name of

the Austrian district “Ober Enns” — the westernmost frontier of King Matthias Hungary. The ending

— usually a happy one — describes a wedding, often followed by the wry statement: “And if they

are not dead they are still alive today…"Some story-tellers add a touch of personal involvement: “I

was there myself…"

A specially Magyar character of the tale is the “Taltos”, a person (or a horse) possessing

magic powers. He reminds us of the “shaman”, the medicine-man priest of the ancient Asian

religions. The “Taltos” may have been born with his special talents, in which case he is a

“Garaboncias”, but more often he acquires these gifts by performing certain difficult tasks. The

(good) hero may also receive help from a “Taltos horse” which gives him sound advice or practical

help, when needed. The “Tunder” (Fairy) appears in many shapes, pleasant or unpleasant. One of

the latter is the “Liderc”, a haunting, ghost-like creature. The extracts from a very popular and

specially Hungarian tale in the Appendix illustrate some of these features.

Needless to say that the gothic horror tales of “Dracula”, vampires, were-wolves and

zombies are but the figments of Holly-wood’s fertile imagination and have nothing to do with the

earthly folklore of the Magyar people (in Transylvania or elsewhere).

Legends and myths are probably the most ancient type of folklore. Historic legends claim to

retell some important event in the nations past. Nebulous as they may be, these popular sagas are

usually based on historic facts remembered for generations. Many historic events concerning the



ancestors of the Magyars were recorded by the pagan priests in runic writing. During the XIth

century, these “pagan” writings were destroyed by the Christian priests. Only in the remote areas

(Szekely region) do we find some ancient runic writing today. After the destruction of the runic

records, the ancient legend lived by word of mouth among the people. The legend of the “Blood

Treaty”, for instance, as told by the peasants of the Great Plain, is based on a historic fact (Cf.

Chapter 4).

Among the historic anecdotes the ones connected with King Matthias are frequent. His

wise judgments protected the poor and restrained the overbearing rich.

The religious legends are, of course, anthropomorphic: Jesus and Saint Peter visit the

Hungarian “puszta” and give lessons in common-sense Christianity to the shepherds.10


